HDMI Component Adapter Cable
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of course) for video AND red and white for audio at the same time.

Offering televisions, component video and audio cables, switchers and accessories. Component Video to HDMI Converter Trying to hook up your older analog devices to your modern home theatre? The Component video (Y, Pb, Pr) to HDMI. 4 out of 5 stars. See all (11) reviews for GE 24106 3 Feet HDMI Cable GE 24108 DVI Male to HDMI Female Adapter. $17.49 Online. Probably the best deal for a HDMI Male to 3RCA Male Component AV Adapter Cable 150cm USD 5.63 as of 7/11/2015 - Free shipping worldwide on all orders. 1080P HDMI Port Male to 2 HDMI Female 1in 2 out Splitter Cable Adapter. The XBox One comes with only an HDMI cable, unlike both the PS3 and X360 RCA cables - I think they were composite, not even component if memory serves. and the only thing I've seen that might work is a converter called the HDfury. Multi-Analogue AV + Audio to HDMI converter and switch in one! Converts from a Component AV, or VGA + 3.5mm source to a HDMI display with 1080p.

Type: Component to HDMI, Color: Black, Connector A: Video Pr Video Pb Video Y RCA Audio Left RCA Audio Right, Connector B: HDMI. Get this converter and a set of component cables. Here, the Green/Blue/Red will be for HD video, and the other two Red/White are for audio (a VGA cable. Converter offers solutions for devices (such as newer BluRay, Cable Box, and Satellite systems) that only offer an HDMI output, but your TV or project only have.
HDMI V1.3 HDTV to Component YPbPr Converter 1080P Adapter
with Analogue Audio, +, Cables To Go 80252 1m Velocity Component Video/Audio Combo. StarTech Component to HDMI Video Converter with Audio (CPNTA2HDMI). Compare Monster Cable MKII 2-Way 2GHz RF Splitter (TGHZ-2RF). 2 Ratings. Apparently I need an adapter that lets me connect the three HD cables and the two audio cables to a hdmi extension that fits into the TV. Any tips on where. I think the original Gamecube component cable is overpriced, so I cloned it. cheap Spartan 6 FPGA boards with an HDMI output connector on them I can.

Connect the HDMI cable from your set-top box to the adapter. Connect your component cables from the adapter to your Slingbox. If you have a Slingbox 500.
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